This paper presents a genetic algorithm (SA) for the classical multimode resource-constrained project scheduling problem (MRCPSP). The objective is makespan minimization of the project. A new precedence feasible multi point forward backward crossover operator is presented. SA and GA are used in tandem to ensure balance in exploration and exploitation of search space. SA is employed as local search procedure, due to its stochastic neighborhood selection strategy to escape local optima hence a good exploitation strategy; and GA as exploration strategy due to its large number of population. Computational investigations are carried out on standard data set problems from PSPLIB and it is proved that hybridization of GA with SA gives competitive performance when compared with currently available algorithms
INTRODUCTION
Project scheduling is concerned with the sequencing of the activities and allocation of resources over a period of time to perform activities. This domain of project management where the restriction on the availability of resources and precedence restriction on activities is called the resource constrained project scheduling problem RCPSP. In RCPSP a set of activities, interrelated by technological or precedence relation, are to be scheduled under limited availability of resources. RCPSP is traditionally considered as NP hard classical combinatorial optimization problem and is faced by construction industry, software industry, airplane and shipbuilding organizations to realize their goals. RCPSP is NP hard problem hence classical optimization techniques fail to give optimal solution within reasonable computational efforts and time, particularly, when the problem size increases. The purpose of the study is to develop a hybrid metaheuristic solution methodology based on genetic algorithm and simulated annealing for multi mode resource constrained project scheduling (MRCPSP). This involves defining start times and assignment of resources to activities, which are precedence related.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The complexity of the problem has drawn the attention of researchers to solve RCPSP. As a result, there are several solution methods suggested by researchers for models with varying degree of complexity and application of different constraints. The exact algorithm ([1]- [7] ), like branch and bound, can find the optimal solution to small size problems in RCPSP. However the complexity that comes with increase in the problem size of RCPSP and the amount of computational efforts invested to tackle such complexity prohibits the use of exact methods therefore exact methods are limited to suggestion of bounds and fathoming rules. Therefore the use of heuristics or metaheuristic solution methodology is favoured. These algorithms may not achieve a global optimum but they are faster, requiring less efforts and more capable when the solution space is huge. Moreover, the suitability of using general purpose metaheuristic with ease to solve problems with multi modal space makes these techniques a natural choice and hence are extensively used to solve RCPSP.
The heuristic procedure use problem specific information and give feasible solutions. However the heuristic solution search gets trapped in local minima during search through solution space. So the solution provided by the heuristic procedure may be weak but feasible solution. Metaheuristic solution procedure has ability to drive the search out of the local optima. So the quality of the solution obtained by the metaheuristic solutions is superior. Therefore, use of metaheuristic, to address MRCPSP is on the rise and particularly, Genetic Algorithms has been extensively used to address MRCPSP. In genetic algorithm the focus has been on the development of efficient genetic operators which will affect the efficacy of search through solution space.
Metaheuristic approach.
The metaheuristic procedures like GA, SA, ACO, Tabu serach are extensively used to address MRCPSP. simulated annealing approach is used in [8] along with penalty for resource violation. Another implementation of simulated annealing is proposed by [9] . Tabu search is proposed by [10] while considering the schedule dependent set up times to take the problem closer to practical situations. [11] proposed a genetic algorithm for the MRCPSP without nonrenewable or doubly constrained resources. Two different genetic algorithms named pure and hybrid GA are proposed by [12] . They employed a parallel SGS with forward backward scheduling scheme for the construction of the schedule with adaptive crossover probabilities. [13] proposed a genetic algorithm with preprocessed data and suggested very effective singlepass or multi-pass local search based on the multi-mode left shift operation. A modified objective function is presented in GA by [14] and so-called two-point forward-backward crossover is proposed in which an offspring is build either from the front or from the end depending on the characteristics of parent's gene. The effect of activity splitting due to resource vacation is studied by [15] . A hybrid metaheuristic algorithm based on scatter search and path relinking methods for resource tradeoff problem is proposed by [16] . [17] developed a two-phase genetic local search algorithm where the same genetic local search algorithm runs with different initial populations for both phases for different search purposes. A hybrid genetic algorithm (MMHGA) is proposed by [18] in which a new fitness function is proposed which rectifies the problem of different units by normalizing. A bi population version of GA is presented by [19] in which two different populations of the right justified schedules and left justified schedules are used. A new metaheuristic technique called particle swarm optimization (PSO) is applied to MRCPSP by [20] and is followed by [21] with two phase particle swarm optimization (PSO). In the first phase the modes of the activities are decided based on relative resource requirements by all modes and in the second stage local search is employed to find the suboptimal solution using the criteria for selection of activity based on the successor activity cardinality ratio. [22] proposed a four phase ant colony optimization algorithm which uses the feedback for the best solution for pheromone concentration on the links of specific paths in the construction graphs. A multi objective GA for software project planning is presented by [26] In this paper, a genetic algorithm approach is introduced to address the multimode resource constrained project scheduling problem with makespan minimization as objective function. A multi point forward backward crossover operator is proposed and simulated annealing is employed as local search procedure. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the multimode resource constrained project scheduling problem. Section 4 describes the genetic operators and simulated annealing local search procedure. Section 5 details the results of the computational experiments as well as the comparison with other heuristics. Finally, conclusion of the work is presented at the end.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Resource constrained project scheduling problem can be described by considering a project which consists of J activities. These activities have precedence relation due to technological reasons. The set of all predecessors of activity j is represented by the set j and the set of all successor activities is represented by the set j . Precedence relation requires that activity j cannot be started unless all of its predecessor activities (i ∈ j ) are finished processing. Additional activities j = 0 and j = J+1 representing the only source and the unique sink activity respectively of the network, are considered. Fig1 shows an example for the project network.
All the activities except source and sink activity need resources for processing. The activities may use renewable as well as non renewable resource. The set of renewable resources is denoted by set r = {1,2, …k} and non renewable resources are denoted by nr = {1,2, …l}. Each activity j may be processed in more than one way, referred to as mode of the activity, depending upon the amount of resources it consumes. Activity j may be executed in ℳj modes given by the set ℳj = {1,, . . . , m}. The processing time or duration of job j being performed in mode m ∈ Mj is given by jm. It consumes r jmk units of renewable resource of type k ∈ r during each period it is processed and uses nr jmk amount of non renewable resource of type k∈ nr .
For each renewable resource k ∈ r the per-periodavailability is constant and given by rk . For each nonrenewable resource of type k∈ nr the overall availability for the entire project is given by nrk . The activities once started may not be preempted and a mode once selected may not change, i.e., a job j once started in mode m has to be completed in mode m without interruption. The dummy source and the dummy sink activity have only one mode each with duration of zero periods and do not request any resource. The objective is to minimize the makespan of the project that meets the constraints imposed by the precedence relations and the limited resource availabilities. The 0-1 programming model [1] for the multi mode problem is modeled to determine, for every activity, the execution mode and its starting time. The model then can be written as follows 
Figure 1 Project network example
Where J = 1,2,….J. set of activities in the project. es j and ls j are earliest and late start times of the activity j. T is the feasible upper bound of the project duration.
The objective function (1) is to minimize the project duration.
Equations (2) to (5) represent the constraints of the problem. Equation (2) assures that each activity is assigned exactly one mode and exactly one start time. Equation (3) represents the precedence constraints i.e. the start time of the j is always greater than or equal to the finish time of its predecessor activity i which belongs to predecessor set j. Equation (4) checks the per period renewable resource violation by the activity which are in progress at time t. Equation (5) represent the constraints on the nonrenewable resources. It ensures that total requirement of non renewable resources by all the activities does not exceed availability. Finally, Equation (6) imposes binary values on the decision variables.
ALGORITHM 4.1 Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm is nature inspired computational optimization technique which adapts natural evolution phenomenon of species for solving optimization problem. The problem data is captured in the form of chromosome code and a population of such chromosomes is subjected to the genetic operators like crossover and mutation for evolution purpose. The genetic operators transmit critical or desirable features to next generation during evolution process.
Solution representation
The problem characteristics are captured by a solution representation in the form of an activity list, mode list as shown in Fig 2. In activity list representation the solution is encoded as a precedence feasible list of the activities. Each activity can appear in the list in any position after all its predecessors.
Preprocessing
Prior to the start of the genetic algorithm, the data is processed to filter out unwanted and redundant data. has proposed a data preprocessing procedure to remove redundant data i.e. inefficient, in-executable modes of activities and redundant non renewable resources from the problem input data. An inefficient mode is mode of an activity which consumes more resources for the same duration or vice versa than any other mode of the activity. An in-excutable mode consumes more renewable resources than available. A non renewable resource is redundant if its availability is more than the total maximum demand by activities. This preprocessing procedure reduces the search space.
Initial population
A highly diversified initial population is generated using different priority rules, as detailed in Table 1 . The rule selection fairly captures activity time information, resource information and randomness. To guarantee a diversified population of solutions, biased random sampling method is used. In biased random sampling the probabilities for the activities to be selected for scheduling is a function of the priority value v j of the activity and sum of the priority values of the other activities in the eligible set ES. If the objective of the priority rule is to select the activity with the highest priority value v j then the probability of choosing activity j from the eligible set ES is given by equation (2) ∈ For the initial population the modes for the activities are randomly selected. Once the initial population has been generated, every individual is then send to serial schedule generation scheme which schedules i. e. assigns start times to activities considering the resource and precedence feasibility and generates the schedule for every solution. 
Serial schedule generation scheme
The entire schedule is constructed in J stages and each stage corresponds to scheduling of one activity based on precedence and renewable resource feasibility. During scheduling, at every stage, the activity set is divided into two mutually exclusive sets of activities as scheduled set and unscheduled activities set. The set of scheduled activities is called partial schedule or scheduled set. The decision set, a subset of unscheduled activities set, is comprised of set of unscheduled activities whose predecessors are in scheduled set. At every stage, activities from decision set are given priorities using priority rules. The activity with highest priority is removed from decision set and transferred to partial schedule by scheduling it at its earliest precedence and resource feasible start time. The ties are arbitrarily broken. The algorithm terminates once all activities are transferred to scheduled set. The finish time of terminal activity is makespan of the schedule.
Fitness computation
The schedule makespan is indirectly used as fitness score of every chromosome in the population. By relaxing non renewable resource constraint, solutions with infeasibility with respect non renewable resources, are allowed to exist in the initial population and in subsequent generations so that high quality genes from such schedules are captured during the crossover and mutation process for fitter offspring. Such infeasible individuals are penalized in fitness function. The fitness function proposed by [18] as given by equation (2) is used for fitness computation. Fitness is computed for each individual depending on whether an individual i is feasible or infeasible.
∈ is makespan of the worst schedule. is makespan of the schedule i and is makespan of the best schedule in current generation. The fitness function value of a feasible individual is always less than one and that of infeasible individuals will have a fitness value greater than one.
Cross over
The rank selection strategy is used for selecting chromosomes for crossover operation. Crossover is one of the most important genetic operators, and the performance of the algorithm greatly depends on how the crossover operator has been designed since features of parent chromosomes are captured and inherited to offspring during crossover operation. The precedence feasible multi point forward backward crossover method is used for crossover operation and 
Figure 3 Multipoint forward backward Crossover
For the RCPSP the cross over probability suggested in literature is in the range 0.7 to 0.9 depending on other genetic operators. Present study considered the fixed crossover probability as 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9. Fig 4 describes pseudo algorithm for the precedence feasible multipoint forward backward crossover.
Mutation
Mutation introduces new genetic structures in the population by randomly modifying some of its building blocks. Mutation helps escape from local minima's trap. The mutation technique used here chooses one schedule randomly and an activity from the schedule is selected randomly. Mutation is carried out by activity swapping or shift or insertion. As shown in Fig 5 for 
Figure 4 Pseudo code for Multi point forward backward crossover
The selected activity 7 has predecessor set P 7 = {2,4} and successor activity set S 7 = {11}. The nearest immediate predecessor activity 4 in sequence list is limiting case for the left direction and immediate successor 11 is limiting case for right direction for the activity 7 to shift. Within these limiting positions on the sequence list, activities 9, 7, 6, 10 lie. Therefore activity 7 can be swapped with any of the activities 9,7,6,10 without violating precedence constraint. If fitness function improves retain the change else take next activity or else change the schedule. The probabilities for mutation are fixed and are set to 0.03 and 0.05 1  2  5  3  8  4  9  7  6  10  11  12   1  3  3  3  1  2  3  2  3  2  3  1   1  2  5  3  8  4  9  10  6  7  11  12   1  3  3  3  1  2  3  2  3  2  3  1 
Termination and performance evaluation criteria
The termination criteria used here is in terms of number of schedules as 1000 and 5000 no of schedules generated and the performance of the algorithm is evaluated using percentage average deviation from the optimal solution.
Simulated annealing as local search.
Simulated Annealing (SA) is motivated by physical annealing process of solids in which cooling of solid is carried out in controlled manner to manipulate physical properties of metals. It was first introduced by [23] later [24] applied it to optimisation problems. The algorithm simulates the cooling process by lowering the temperature in steps. With every temperature reduction algorithm performs a predefined number of neighbourhood moves. Simulated annealing accepts an inferior neighbourhood move probabilistically. The decision parameters are defined by cooling schedule which includes temperature settings and iterations at each Figure 5 Mutation by activity swapping temperature. For the present study the value of starting temperature is chosen as the worst fitness function value of generation of GA and the geometric temperature decrement with decrement coefficient or attenuation factor 'k' equal to 0.9 as given in equation (4), is used.
Where T (i) is temperature at iteration i and temperature T (i+1) at iteration (i+1). The number of iterations is dynamically changed as algorithm progresses so that at lower temperatures large number of iteration is done to intensify the search at local optimum. The increase in the number of iterations, with every temperature decrement, is equal to the number of activities in the project.
Neighbourhood moves
The schedules from every GA generation are provided to simulated annealing local search procedure. The local search around these solutions is done in SA by generating neighbouring solutions. These nneighboring solutions or moves are generated from the current solution by activity insertion and mode change simultaneously.
Select an activity j at random from the schedule, locate the nearest positions of immediate predecessor and successor of activity j. Select a location randomly within these two positions on the chromosome. Insert activity J at that position shifting activities to the right maintaining precedence feasibility. Change mode m j of that activity to the next mode m j+1 . If mode of the activity is shortest duration mode M j ; change it to longest duration mode m 1 .
For a move if change in the objective function is Δ; probability of acceptance p is p = e (-Δ/T) where T is the temperature. The acceptance probability is compared to a randomly generated number r ∈ [0, 1]. Whenever P > r the move is accepted. Hence with reduction in temperature the probability of accepting the move goes on reducing. In order to reduce the solution search space, only feasible solutions are supplied to the simulated annealing search procedure.
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT
The experiments have been performed on Intel Pentium desktop machine with frequency of 2.60GHz and 512 MB RAM. The GA has been coded in C++ compiled with Microsoft Visual C++ v.6.0 compiler and tested under Linux. A set of standard test problems, systematically constructed by the project generator ProGen which has been developed by [25] , are used to test the performance of algorithm. They are available in the project scheduling problem library PSPLIB from the University of Kiel. Detailed information is available at www.psplib.com
The standard multi-mode problem data sets containing instances with 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 , and 30 non-dummy activities are used to test the performance of algorithm. Each of the non-dummy activities may be performed in one out of three modes. The duration of a mode varies between 1 and 10 periods due to usage of two renewable and two nonrenewable resources. For each problem size, a set of instances was generated by systematically varying four parameters, that is, the resource factor and the resource strength of each resource category. The resource factor is a measure of the average portion of resources requested per job. The resource strength reflects the scarceness of the resources. For each project size, 640 instances are available and Table 2 shows the number of instances for which feasible solutions are available. 
Configuration of algorithm.
For the numerical investigation, the best configuration for GA parameter is arrived at after experimentation. The population size is an important parameter to be determined as it significantly impacts the solution quality when combined with number of generations. It is observed that as the population size increases the performance of the algorithm improves for a particular generation number. It is contemplated that by keeping population size larger, for the crossover operator, a huge pool of very diverse combinations are possible for the algorithm to further the search. It is also observed that the algorithm performance is superior when crossover probability is set to 0.7 and mutational probability is 0.03.
Figure 6 % Average deviation for J10 dataset
The simulative experiments are carried out with standard J10 data set which contains total 640 instances out of which only 536 instances are optimally solved and their optimum values are available. As stated earlier fitness function by [18] is used in conjunction with proposed crossover, mutation strategies and local search by simulated annealing. The experimentation was done for pure GA and GA with simulated annealing as local search procedure. The results of the experimentation are depicted in the Fig 6 and 7 .
From the results it is clear that multi point forward backward crossover with simulated annealing as local search performs better on all the criteria when compared with pure GA. This clearly shows that exploitation ability of pure GA is weak, particularly for the problems with multimodal solution space like MRCPSP and it is enhanced when it is hybridized with simulated annealing indicating that there is now balance in exploration and exploitation abilities of the algorithm. The percentage of optimal solutions found is greater right from the beginning of the algorithm and continues to improve at a faster rate. The other datasets available on psplibrary i e J12, J14, J16, J18, J20, J30 datasets are solved with proposed algorithm. The results for the experimentation for different databases are shown in the Table 3 and compared our results with other heuristic presented in the literature in Table 4 . Our algorithm gives competitive results when compared to existing algorithms particularly when the problem size increases. The clone solutions are encountered and are removed to save on to computational wastage and to improve genetic variety of the population 
CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel approach of hybridizing simulated annealing and genetic algorithm is proposed to solve multi mode resource constrained project scheduling problem. Paper also presents a new precedence feasible multi point forward backward crossover operator technique and implemented genetic algorithm with this crossover technique to solve NP hard MRCPSP. The hybridization GA with SA is done in order to have balance in exploration and exploitation capabilities of the algorithm which is proved through the computational experiments. Moreover, different priority rules are used for initial population generation using biased sampling. Performance of algorithm is tested for different crossover probabilities and mutation probabilities in order to determine the most appropriate configuration. Computational experiments confirm competitive performance of proposed algorithm when compared with other heuristics.
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